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PDS Discipline Node Steps

• PDS acknowledges project and requests data

samples and pertinent parts of proposal

• PDS provides a letter of support for inclusion in

proposal

science.nasa.gov/researchers/

templates-planetary-science-division

-appendix-c-roses-proposals

• PDS provides iteratively tailored XML label

templates and advises on archive formats

• PDS conducts initial validation of data and

label integrity. Communication between node

and provider refine metadata and labels

• PDS sets up review panel, which may include

experts in the field and PDS personnel, to peer

review the archive with participation from the

data provider

• Finalized archive is registered with PDS4

Central Registry. PDS, with provider’s support,

will provide easy web access to the finalized

data products

NASA Planetary Data System’s (PDS)

Cartography and Imaging Sciences 

Discipline Node (“Imaging” or IMG)

IMG archives and delivers large digital image

collections from planetary missions.

The Annex of IMG was developed to support

scientists who use PDS data to create derived

geospatial products that can be registered to a

solid planetary body [1, 2].

Since January 2017, NASA has considered the

Annex to be PDS-Equivalent as a long-term

data repository for such data products.

Recent updates now streamline public access

to geospatial data products and PDS archives

through 108 Annex product pages.
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• Quality data archiving begins with the Data 

Management Plan in the proposal phase

• Select the appropriate disciple node based on

information at pds.nasa.gov

• Contact node, provide information about types of

data products, estimated data volume, and

personal contact information

science.nasa.gov/researchers/sara/

faqs/dmp-faq-roses

• Request a letter of support from the discipline

node no less than one week prior to the

deadline of the proposal

• Work with PDS discipline node personnel to

determine a procedure and schedule that will

allow you to archive your data

• Develop local data dictionaries with the Node

• You can rely on the supporting PDS discipline

node to help develop the structure of the archive

and, using sample products that you provide, to

define and design the templates for producing

valid PDS4-compliant XML labels

Data Provider Steps
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How to Archive in the Annex

Metadata or “data about data,” is documentation that

describes the rationale, authorship, attribute descriptions,

spatial reference, errors and other relevant information about

a given set of data.

The metadata standard used for Astropedia was created by

the U.S. Federal Geographic Data Committee (FGDC) with

small modifications to better support planetary data [5, 6].

Products submitted to the Annex must have extensive

metadata that meets PDS standards using these joint PDS

and FGDC planetary metadata standards.

Source PDS Archive Status

Each product page displays the current status of the

source archive both in a PDS Status tag at the top right

of the page and in the Lineage section.

Online Linkages to Source PDS Archive

The Source Online Linkage field in the Lineage section

points to the online data volumes of the associated

PDS archive and to mission-specific PDS websites.

Recent White Papers by IMG 

on image file formats for PDS4

Figure 1.  An example of an Annex product page with highlights on a PDS Archive status tag, 

FGDC XML metadata, product information, references, and links to supplemental information.

www.usgs.gov/centers/astrogeology

-science-center/science/annex-pds-

cartography-imaging-sciences-node


